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S}MKESPEARE'S VOICANID POHER

SCENES FROM SHAKESPEARE - CRITICISM

ROVEMENT NYQDFD FOR ACTING SHAKVSPFARE

JUSTIFICATION

FEELING OF THE WHOLE - ANTICIPATION

STYLE

CHARACTERIZATION

FEELING OF FORM

FEELING 0F EASE flND SIGNIFICANCE

SPEECH

PSYCHOLOGICAL PATTEWJS

Romeo and Juliet Kurd and Hary Lou

" Daphne and Blair

Merchant of Venice Dennis and Woody

Othello Valerie and Hurd

" Wary Lou and Sam

I want you to tell our young friends something which

will help them - suggestions which are more helpful than crit-

ical.

Today. I want to contact another point of View. To

a certain extent I was disappointed. and ln-certaln moments

I was comforted. This is only speaking in general. New I

want to speak more concretely.

SHAKESPEARE'S VOLCANIC POWER:

First. I would bring to your attention that these

are Shakespeare's plays. which must be performed as Shakes-

peare deserves. There are no actors at the present time who

are able to act Shakespeare. They are not born. Attempts

have been made. but they are hopeless. Here. in our school.

we are not pretending to play Shakespeare — it would be a
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claim which is not justified\- but we will take these small

skotchcs as a very good way to develop ourselves as for as

we are able. Therefore, Shakespeare is taken as the best

means to develop ourselves. and to widen our inner scope in

every way - in outer expression and inner life - from this

point of View, as school work. Only this point of View al-

lows no to say something. ‘

Shakespeare's imagination is the imagination of a

genius and we do not know what his genius was. It must be

something like a volcano, a double volcano, because we are

not able to imagine as he did, therefore. we are so helpless

trying to perform Shakespeare. But, if we will take his

words, his situations. and his characters. and train our

imagination on his work - everything. text. situations. char-

acters. then we will have the best way first of all to under—

stand what the real creative imagination must be. and second

how to train it. Therefore. my first suggestion is that

everybody will please take small moments from Shakespeare's

plays and imagine them again and avain, and again the same

small piece then you will get something which is so hidden

in Shakespeare's plays and so seldom seen. when it is dis-

covered. it is something like a life event in our actor's

soul. Try to discover it by doing these exercises of ima-

gination on Shakespeare's plays.

If you will imagine a_very modern play when two
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people Speak about something‘ you can imagine for weeks and

months and you will never approach this volcano power which

is in Shakespeare. In our actor's develOpment. Shakespeare

cannot be substituted for the opening of real creative

things for us. Each of us has had dreams about our future,

dreams about our acting — those dreams come from this point

which is able to understand Shakespeare. Then the concrete

things of life cover this place and that is why Shakespeare

is not understood, because the place is covered and hidden.

Therefore. we must imagine Shakespeare's characters, works,

etc-,through the imagination’and we will discover a most

important point - the real activity which lives in us as

actors and wants to lead us forth.

How. this is what I want from you in the next

fortnight: First, I want you to confine your work to three

points. and I want you to do it consciously: three things in

each sketch you do. 1. Quite definite and clear atmosphere.

2. I want you as actoru to know absolutely what objectives

you are fulfilling. Is it one objective for the whole

sketch. or ten or twelve. 3. I want you to pay attention to

the power of radiation and nothing more. We shall look upon

you from these points in three weekn' time and we shall see

how you are able to develop. Sketches must be shown on the

stage, which is at your disposal, with lights. curtains, cos-

tumes. etc. You will create the atmosphere not only by the
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means of your innor activity, but everything will be at your

\

dimosal in the theatre. Now. for some suggestions:

SCH-1E8 FROM SHAKESPEARE - CRITICISM:

Romeo and Juliet: Hurd:

It was better than last time. tho words, the text

was more justified than last time. I felt that there was

more necessity to speak those words. This in very good and

very important. but you must got more. It was done in a

half-dream (although you have justified) you have spoken.

you have mov'od, you have done everything half instinctively.

half asleep. How. I wantrypn to continue this right instinct

by a very conscious approach. and for this I will give you

three sumestionsl

1. Try to juntiiy each word. on the basis of this

objective. Atmosphere gives the same power. which is the

power 01“ justifying the text. and send it out with your radi—

ation. A special task is to justify the words. You have

dono this already but the desire must be in you to do it

more consciously. .

2. Your mistake is your body. Although you have

a very beautiml body. you are quite tense - your body is not

yet at your disposal. its tendency is quite opposite to Terry's

body which is quite flexible and controllod. Of course it can-

not be done overnight but it must bo done. The result of this

unela‘bomted body is that you as a person are full of emotions
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and feelings, but at the moment when the feelings want to

arise. the body stops them and always leaves these things

you have inside of you - they can't go through this body.

You catch your own emotions in a grip and stop yourself.

Therefore. you must do exercises - hours offsimplo exer-

cises for the feeling of form. feeling of beauty. They

will free your body; and you must imagine yourself being free.

You must all do this when you are imagining - imagine your-

self with a free and flexible body. When you imagine for

instance. that you are Othello and other characters. ina—

gine for yourself: "How I have a free body; now I have a

flexible body." This will help you very much.

3. What I liked very much this time. It seems to

me that you have a very good sense for the stage, which must

be underlined and developed. Quite opposite from what we

have seen in San. Sam has other good qualities and other

mistakes - I am not blaming one and praising another. Com-

paring the Othello of Sam. it was like in a desert.

HOVEMEHTX NEEDED IN ACTING SHAKFSPWARE.

It is. of course. a great mistake to imagine that

Shakespeare requires nothing because in his time there were

no settings. We are other actors. other people, another

stage and age. and it is quite wrong when the actor thinks

he has to bo stiff. Quite a different epoch. We are we, and

we must act Shakespeare as we are today. If we discover the
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real Shakespeare. we discover the world of movements. 'vlo

\

have not discovered them yet because we are too dead in our

movements.

The humanity of today. in general. are newspaper

readers and nothing more. If we wont to become actors. we

must overcome this difficulty of the immovable life inside

and out. when we bring this immobility onto the stage (al-

though it is very comfortable) it has nothing to do with the

theatre. Therefore. I am very much in favor of acting Shakes-

peare with movements, with feeling of space and human body

and composition in movements. Whether it is tragedy, whether

it is right. is another thing. But that Hurd has made an at-

tempt to short Shakespeare in movement is a great thing. which

can avmken not only in yourself something which would other-

wise be sleeping. It will awaken in the audience certain

feelings for movement on the stage. and the audience will be

disappointed in the usual stiff style on the stage, which is

like corpses standing before us. rthis is an offence. this is

not our way. Therefore. we must say this is not our way. ab—

- “ o b ' a up s to move n

Shakespeare.

From this point of view I want you to go on with

this movable interpretation but, and now comes another sug-

gestion, not only for this movable stage but for your speech,

for your inner life, will you please, in addition to these
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three things, objective, radiation, atmosphere. try to make

all your movements and speech and mise on scene on bigger

psychological gestures. They are sometimes too small. too

modem. too roceoco. If we try to imagine what kind of psy-

chological gesture is underneath your Othello. we would find

it to be too small. (:19 will bring bar. Shdanoff's play as

near as possible to Shakespearean tmgedy, end we will be

much more expressive.)

when we imagine Shakespeare. we are conscious only

of his gestures. If we imagine that Shakesyeure consists

only of such big gestures. then we will realize how much more

impressive the gestures must be.

JUSTIFICATION I

Tram Lou:

This is quite opposite to Kurd. Your words are not

justified. You will ask me why, and I shall say on all points.

Therefore, I should say you must try to than}; your part through

again: to M in the sense of imagining all the points of

the method. and especially those three points which I have

given you. Lory Lou's appearance in this Shakespeare thing

is very characteristic. She. is less interesting when she

speaks than when she is silent in this play. In other plays

there is quite the other impression. when she speaks easy

words. small gestures. she speaks beautimlly. This means

that you have something to develop in your speech in connec-
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tion with big Shakespeare plays. This is a point to be cor-

rected, as it will give you‘certain things which you are not

yet in possession of. Not that I want you to be a Shakes-

pearean ectress, but use this opportunity to discover some

new things.

FEELING OF THE WHOLE - ANTICIPATIONI

Each actor. if he has a feeling of the whole, is

from a certain point of View. anticipating each point. an-

ticipating the end. This feeling of the whole was sometimes

strong and clear, and sometimes very weak. I want you to pay

attention to this feeling of the whole. For example, when

Blair appeared as Romeo. from my point of View there was

great feeling of anticipation, because it seemed to no—tha—t—

he was anticipating. He took me with him because of his

anticipation of the whole scene. Then gradually it was lost,

and this is another question.

How, in Woody's performance it was absolutely with—

out any idea of the feeling of the whole, of the coming scene,

of anticipation. Where was the beginning? with Blair, you

will see how important it is to anticipate and to promise the

audience something. When you start like Woody the audience

will not go with you, because you have not toggg us.

I would suggest to Blair to elaborate your part in

two ways simultaneously. Something in general like your ap-

pearance and the anticipation, and another thing for you
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especially. try to olaborato\with very small pieces sometimes.

As we have done with the appearance of the showman. it is

good for you. He comes in, he tries to understand something -

such a chain consisting of snail links. It is your personal

way and it does not contradict at all the method. but each

person must take the Hothod in his individual way. In general.

such small thing must be your way; you word lacking today

these small things. It was very good that you tried to incor—

porate the music because this is a similar case to Hurd. that

to be a good actor, or being a good actor. one will always

try to create a certain ’aura around him. This is a good

Sign and you must do this. The idea to bring the music and

to use it is good and the music was well chosen. It was nec-

essary to have the fooling for this visible and invisible

aura. and not to think that the actor must be immovable and

alone. These are old fashioned ideas in connection with

"starsf. For us there must be a big aura around everybody.

at every performance.

STYLEx

For Woody. I would make the following suggestions:

Paul's idea was very interesting to Show this play as a

comedy. but the interpretation depends upon the actor. Today

it was neither comedy or tragedy - it was almost a little

modern play. You must find the style within the scope of
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Shakespeare's dimensions. You had actually only two colors

in the whole long dialoguo.\ This is very poor. I would sug-

gest that you try to find new colors so that each sentence is

quite different in4color. flhis will develop you very much.

CHARACTERIZATION!

You apparently have some idea of the character.

This makes you stiff. You have chosen one possibility from

the many for this character. and you give the impression of

being bound. If you vent to find a character, you must find

it so that it is able to move freely and in various colors.

You must find the character not like a statue but living

and movable. and rich with possibility. Therefore, elaborate

your character much more. and show us unity with different

poooibilities. If you are unable to draw in order to express

what you mean, we want to hear the description before you

start. of the appearance. dress. etc. We want to see you

as a character, completely imagined through. lou have ima-

gined quite clearly. If you will give some drawings. and

then explain something in addition. I want you to explain or

draw it with all possible detail. For instance. if you de-

scribe a beard, I want to know what kind of beard, color,

size, type. etc.

FEELING OF FORM!

San — Special Task: You have made a little prog—
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ress in being more movable and flexible than before. I want

you to be absolutely free inside and outwardly. and for this

aim I want you to start with inner freedom, and by this I

mean something special. will you. therefore, throughout

the whole scene. carry through the feeling of form for his

emotions. and this is the point from which you will develop

the freedom. It was not quite clear to me what real experi-

ence this character was feeling at the moment. It could be

anger. cynicism, tears. etc. It was not convincing. Some-

times it was a mixture. I want you to differentiate. He is

angry, he is suspicious, he is taking the impression. and so

on. It must be quite clear to you, and the feeling of form

being applied to the inner state of the character.

Dabhnel

I want you to make a little effort to bind together

 

the different states. to build bridges as it were. For in-

stance. Juliet is going to be awakened. without any bridge,

when she comes back from this world where she was soflar away,

and now she comes to this reality. This is a big. long, psy-

chological way. and then by looking at Romeo she must build

another bridge. She must realize that she is here. and

build another bridge to realize that she is dead. All the

transitions are omitted. Try to find out where the scene

lacked bridges.
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Dennis:

Especially for you: Try to find your character

without any staccato. inwardly or outwardly, in your legs

and feet. It must be one big flow or wave, built on the

basis of deepest and profoundcst friendship and devotion.

Valerie:

will you please try to find Desdemona through

your imagination. and then other activities must join in.

This character is the most active. Try to interplay her

character so that she is not less active than Othello.

You have all taken these scenes as if each one

were a connlete scene from Shakespeare. You must take it

with the fouling of the whole play. The inspiration must

come from other scenes and characters in the play. Imagine

tho whole play and then lead all these strings to the scene

you are doing.

FEELING 0F EASE AND SIGHIFICANCEx

was":

Contact and freedom. This morning I felt that the

contact was not strong enough. The actors were hindering

themselves by not having contact. The other thing.for in-

stance. in the next fortnight when you have worked on your

objectives, it might be helpful having got your objectives

very fully. to take the feeling of case, because that feel-
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ing. taken deeply, will help to free you. and make it a much

easier performance to look at) and also take at that point

significance.

Eleanor:

I wanted to suggest the feeling of ease to combat

an inner hurr~. and that the interpretation should be clearer

in all the scenes whatever they may be. Theke were many

times when it was not clear what the action meant. This

could be helped by imagining and by being very clear.

Katherine:

I think it might be helpful if you had more feeling

for giving out something to the audience. You could find

this by looking at points of the method such as radiation.

(£11.11!

It seemed to me that often the Settings were not of

very much help. and that the actors did not make the meat of

them. In Hurd'e Othello I thought they should have used dif-

ferent levels — I should have liked Hurd up and Valerie down-

At the time I felt the settings could have been combined in

the psychological gesture of the character and the setting.

’(‘eggyx

I think in each case there was a little 'ugueness

about what was going to be done. If they had concentrated
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fully on the parts of the Method they were going to use. and

\

why, and had everything veryclearly before them. it would

have given us a cleaner and less blurred impression.

Comments bv firs. Elnhirst and Miss Crowtherx
__________.__________________________.______

Mrs, Elnhirstx

I have one or two points propArcd. First, I won-

dercd if it would help you to see the whole scene more in

terms of the outward form. so that we would get the feeling

the character was working to a climax. For instance, when

you drink the poison. the drinking had no more importance

than any other movement. Then I could see what Er. Chekhov

meant when he said that you use your space in a very inter-

esting way. but in the first zgggg_§ng_gglig§ I felt that

you were using your space without your center being Juliet,

and that if she could always remain your center. you would

not wander around, so that Juliet is lost. I wondered if

with the miee on scene you could arrange it so that the

focus was more concentrated for the audience. We could

never see Juliet's face while she was lying down. and it

made centect difficult between the audience and Renee. It

was very hard to center it with the two of you, but we were

able to center it with the other. I should suggest trying

to find the different atmospheres. In the same scene the

different atmospheres through which you move until the final

moment; The different transitions of atmosphere.
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For L'ary Lou (Romeo and Juliet) I have nothing in-

\
ward to suggest but when you say the words, "There is a noise

without" is did not have much meaning — we did not feel that

there was anything outside at all.

2m 1

It was difficult for me to bring the inward feeling

into the outward expression. I felt that he was working har-

der for the outer expression than for the inner content. T
 

thin]: he must have worked very much on the outer personal

fom. but it was not filled with the inner content.

For Blair and Daphne (Romeo and Juliet), I would sug—

geot that Daphne try to imagine more what it means to suddenly

see him at different moments. And again. the changes of at—

mosphere. the atmosphere of awakening. and so on.

In Valerie and Hum (Othello) I felt there was very

little contact, even in terms of your voices. They seemed to

be speaking 5-0m entirely different regions, so that the voices

were not meeting one another. Again. for Hurd. there was too

much empmsie on the outer form and not the inner fem. He

must increase the inner form and diminish the outer fem.

There was no creative atmosphere. I wonder if Valerie could

work for more radiation even in moments when she is still.

In Vary Lou (Othello) there was nothing inward for

us. Sam was too much on the same level all through. There

was no climax. Th0 inner form was confused and there was
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very little contact between him and iary Lou. Her movements

seemed to have nothing to do with Sam.

Blair I felt had a very interesting quality of con-

centration. I felt that the whole of him was in those moments.

SPEECH:

hiss Crowtherl .

}Mrd has a great problem because he has no form in

his voice. For instance. today he ran through his words so

quickly that it became one big sound. There is phrasing,

yet no gesture in the word itself. and the placement is

wrong, it is down here and it is not possible for Hurd to

form his words. Very often when he has the most fire, the

most emotion. there is no means of it coming out. The words

become so jumbled together they become bound in the voice,

and it is impossible for the emotion to come out - it is

stifled inside. It is curable, but it means a great deal of

hard word, a tremendous amount of work. He must get in

double, treble the amount of work. No moment can be lost.

otherwise it will not be possible to accomplish the work.

Kurd has a good natural quality in his voice. Fay

I ask whether it woulo be possible for Kurd and Woody to con-

sider speech as one of the most important subjects for a cer-

tnin length of time. because I feel that their speech is

going to be lef so far behind that they will never be able
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catch up. It means not only time with no but special time

with themselves. \

 

Chekhov:

It may have to be arranged to have special lessons

for than here and special lessons at home. I hear it myself,

therefore, I prefer to give them free time because without

this-311 other things are in vain.

 

s Crowthor:

For me. even now. tho voice work counts as nothing.

In the preparation of these scenes, how much time and thought

is put into the speech work? Is every phrase worked over

with as much of the speech method as you possibly can, be-

cause this morning it was very difficult to find any one

thing that was carried through in the speech. and so much

tha‘ Er. Chekhov has mentioned today should come through in

the speech work. For instance. did you find your way into

the style of comedy or tragedy? Did you try to get your

opic quality in the drama, and lyric in the comedy?

I felt that the sounds themselves did not count

for anything. Whenever you wanted a stronger. fuller quality

you shouted. when everything is shattered as Q: as the voice

is concerned. the moment one comes into a shout. The words

themselves should have had a greater :

 

ifioance all the

way through. There should have been more foolinp for rhythm.
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Sam's Othello was built up of long pauses all the way through.

There was no feeling for the blank verso. rI‘his! iambic pen-

temetar. which is the most important form of all poetry for

the actor. leads the actor through to the beautiful speaking

of prose on the stage. and I felt there was not the freedom

of the form there in the lines. Fr. Chekhov, may I ask

whether you would like me to help during the next fortnight,

or is it much better to have them work out sounds for then-

uelves?

Mr. ChekhOVI

I think our friends are "lacond generation" and

they need your help more in general, but you must decide

this question yourself because you know better which help is

needed.

Miss Crowtherx

As we are working today in the speech room, there

must be no sense of hurrying. When you have a passage in

which you feel the movement is quick. you must go through

your actions with activity but not hurrying so that the

words are indistinct. Kurd very of‘en gets 1 slight lilt in

his voice, lifting up at the beginning of a phrase whether

the word is important or not. You must go with your rhythm.

Don't feel that every line must begin the same. The gestures

stop too soon with everybody.
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:ary Lou. I would aluo suhqest your working for

rhythm much more. It will Holy you build your way into your

bigger passages, because somtimes you shout.

Blair. watch your ”5" sound because that is still

"poili 3 your speech. Your gesture w 3 good at the beginning.

  

but whon you want your voice to appear as

011 formed that

 

where tho gesture must be so definite urd éo

inside you can allow fihe voice to go. When you got the fire

of your emotions be very careful that you mold much more.

because if the molding is not there it becomes jumbled.

Daphne. I know you cannot work exactly as the

others. However. work with your rhythm, and watch your

phrasing a little more carefully.

In The Herchant of Venice. Woody. it was very much

clearer than a fortnight ago. You used your throat again.

Then it gets tight. Dennis, yours was better but you must

in c o Othello, Valerie, the voice is very thin

in ”astute. [ou must have more gesturo to begin with - more

  ore vowels. more consonants. Sam, you must be care—

 

you don't let your voice shout from the beginning

to the and. when a thing is full of fire and emotion, and

it comes through on a hard shout. it has the Quality of mak-

ing us feel embarrass d. It won't allow your foelin

m

 

vfid.‘ - -come throuvh firulw. 11 one veice 15 hard it makes ovor‘thin?c: J
J c
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hard. It makes the audience gncomfortable.

fir. Chekhov: To the Old Students:

When you are giving your criticism in a fortnight,

I would suggest to you that you try to form your suggestions

for each individual person. Try to find the approach to each

individual case which will be very useful to us and to them.

A%%»w:.4<-'ti'r

PSYCHOLOGICAL PATTERNS!

Snanish Evening:

New I want to touch on some psychological patterns

in Henry's play and we shall start with the bridegroom. The

bridegroom has reached the climax to be almost dead. He is

afraid that he is not living, and at this moment he sees the

physician coming into the room with the mother. This time

the mother will not have her usual job, but will not quite

a different task. I want you to develop only how the phy—

sician, the showman, from being nothing. grows into a suc-

cessful magician. The psychological pattern must be that

they are so hopeful. and they trust him so much tha‘ gradu-

ally he notices this and becomes pcmcrful. She mother and

the bridegroom are under his spell.

I want the showman to concentrate on ene small line

for the rehearzal. You are afraid and you are suspicious

that they have already discovered that you are only a shOWman.
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Your psychology is, "shall I run away or not?" The bride—

groom imagines that ever] nohent the doctor is there it helps,

and he is getting better.

The showman has one thing to look out for. he must

hesitate a tor each movement to see what effect it is having;

on the patient. This is: the first stage, than we have to

find the transition to the magic. You make certain movements

and from their reaction you will get the idea to do some

magical tricks. .‘Jovenents must be full of power and decisive.

I want you to try to find the character from the idea that

 

the ohovmxzm W‘l' over the whole world — every limb is free

because it has nothing to do. He cones into the room and

begins to create. Every movement he turns to good use.

The young wife's gesture is to use every opportunity

to get nearer and nearer. and finally to seduce the Sacristan.

The final idea is to kiss him like a tiger, and to remain in

this state forever. The Sacristan's idea is to protect his

innoecnce. He tries to escape, not outwardly, but inside by

studying his theology each time she advances toward him. Even

when she is kiasing him, he is studying his theology. when

he is first kissed he is the victimrbut being; awakened he

realizes that he is a man. The wife must find actions to

entice him. The Sacristan is young. blushing; and mu of life.

The young maid and her lover: Simply - schematically -

his every movement is gereparation for embrace - her stopping him
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is more active than her invgyation.

flow the march to the Church with muted music - very

stately - the bridegroom enjoys his ability to walk. The

young girl is hoping he will break down. The showman is

walking not with the procession but leading — imagine that

they are puppets undnr his control.


